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We present experimental results on the photoluminescence (PL) of gas-suspended zinc oxide nan-
oclusters prepared during ablation of sintered ZnO targets by a pulsed ArF laser in the presence
of oxygen ambient gas. The PL spectra in the UV spectral region correspond to the exciton re-
combination in the nanoclusters which are crystallized and cooled down to the temperature of the
ambient gas in the ablation chamber. The time evolution of the spectra as well as their dependence
on the ambient gas pressure are discussed.

PACS numbers: 81.15.Fg, 81.05.Ys, 78.55.Et, 61.80.Ba.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline wide-gap semiconductors have at-
tracted a great interest due to their importance in funda-
mental research and potential technological applications.
In particular, zinc oxide is considered as one of the most
promising materials for realization of optoelectronic de-
vices like UV light emitting diodes and lasers [1, 2, 3, 4].
Several physical and chemical methods like molecular-
beam epitaxy [1], chemical vapor deposition [5], sputter-
ing [6] have been successfully applied for ZnO film syn-
thesis. The technique of nanosecond [2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9] and
femtosecond [10] pulsed laser ablation (PLA) has been
also widely used to produce both epitaxial and nanos-
tructured ZnO films of high optical quality. The synthesis
of nanocrystalline films is usually performed in an ambi-
ent gas whose pressure should be high enough, firstly, to
confine the plasma created after laser ablation in order
to favor the collisions and chemical reactions in the laser
induced plume and, secondly, to induce a rapid cooling of
the plasma to favor the condensation of the nanoclusters
in gas phase [11]. Previous experimental optical studies
of the laser-induced plumes [12, 13] in vacuum and in am-
bient gas did not show the evidence for ZnO cluster for-
mation. Recently, we have observed small nanoclusters
with composition ZnnOm (with n, m up to 15) by time-
of-flight mass-spectrometry [14] in vacuum and in gas at
low pressures. The formation of these atomic clusters in
laser induced plasma can be considered as the first step in
the synthesis of clusters with sizes of several nanometers
which are usually deposited on a substrate individually
or in form of a thin film [8, 9, 11]. Despite of numer-
ous reports on laser deposition of nanostructured films,
few data are available on the origin of the nanoclusters
and on their aggregate state during the transport to the
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substrate. However, this information is crucial to control
and, consequently, optimize the deposition conditions of
nanostructured films. In this paper we show that ZnO
nanoclusters are well formed in the gas phase and we
present the results on in situ photoluminescence from
the clusters during their synthesis by PLA in the oxygen
ambient.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The nanoclusters were prepared by pulsed laser abla-
tion of a sintered ZnO target. The target was placed
inside a stainless steel chamber on a rotating holder. Af-
ter evacuating the chamber down to a pressure of about
2 × 10−7 mbar by a turbomolecular pump, a continuous
slow flux of oxygen, used as ambient gas, was introduced
into the chamber at a controlled pressure ranging from 2
to 8 mbar. An ArF excimer laser (Lambda Physik LPX
205) operating at a wavelength of 193 nm with pulse
duration of 15 ns (FWHM) was used for the ablation.
The laser beam was focused onto the target with an in-
cident angle of 45◦ and the fluence was about 3.5 J/cm2.
The choice of these conditions was guided by our previ-
ous results on the deposition of nanocrystalline films [8].
A typical ablation run time was about 5 minutes, that
corresponds to 900 laser shots at a repetition rate of 3
Hz. After the end of the ablation procedure, the photolu-
minescence (PL) spectra of the clusters have been taken
in situ. The photoluminescence was excited either by the
non-focused beam of the ArF laser or by the 3rd harmonic
of a Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser (Spectra Physics, λ =
266 nm, τ = 100 fs) and analyzed by a double monochro-
mator (Jobin-Yvon, DH-10) provided with a photomul-
tiplier and a boxcar integrator (Stanford SR-250). The
system was synchronized using an external delay gener-
ator (Stanford DG-535). The boxcar was started before
the laser shot and the gate was 50 ns in order to over-
come the timing jitter problem. Gated intensified CCD
camera (Andor DH-734) was used for rapid imaging.
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FIG. 1: (a) Sketch of the ablation geometry. (b) I-CCD
camera image of ZnO nanoclusters excited by incident ArF
laser beam.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

During the experiments on the deposition of nanocrys-
talline films we have observed the presence of ZnO ag-
gregates suspended in the gas by an intense luminescence
along the path of the incident ablating ArF laser beam
as illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 1a shows a sketch of
the ablation system. The target is situated at the left
lower part of the image and the ablating laser beam hits
the target at a 45◦ incident angle. Figure 1b presents
an iCCD camera image which was taken simultaneously
with the ablation laser pulse. One can clearly see the
luminescent particles in the path of the ablating laser
beam. The clusters have been accumulated in the gas
phase from precedent laser shots and slowly displaced
within the ambient gas. The luminescence is observed
after several ablation shots needed for accumulation of a
detectable quantity of the clusters in the chamber. The
clusters are the product of a complex process including
gas phase condensation and laser-induced fragmentation.
At the observation point situated far from the focal plane,
the fluence of the focused ArF laser beam was about 200
mJ/cm2. This fluence is fairly high to induce the evap-
oration of atomic species from the nano-aggregates and
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FIG. 2: Fragmentation of gas-suspended ZnO nanoclusters
excited by ArF laser (fluence ∼ 200 mJ/cm2): (a) Boxcar
delay 0 ns, gate 50 ns; (b) delay 0 ns, gate 100 ns; (c) delay
100 ns, gate 500 ns. The oxygen pressure was 4 mbar. The
atomic lines of Zn are indicated in the figure. The observation
point was at a distance of ∼ 5 cm from the target.

their fragmentation [15, 16]. The corresponding lumi-
nescence spectra are shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum in
Fig. 2a was taken during the laser pulse. The spectrum
presents several superposed bands originated from both
emission of ZnO nanoparticles and the continuum due
to the bremsstrahlung emission [13]. At a time delay of
about 50 ns relatively to the laser pulse, narrow emission
lines of atomic zinc appeared in the spectrum together
with the continuum emission (Fig. 2b). These Zn atoms
are desorbed or evaporated from clusters. At longer de-
lays the spectrum consists of only zinc atomic lines (Fig.
2c).

In order to prevent the fragmentation of the nanoclus-
ters during the PL measurements, we have accumulated
the clusters in gas phase and studied their PL under the
excitation by additional laser beams after the end of the
ablation run. Figure 3 shows the PL spectra of the gas-
suspended ZnO nano-aggregates prepared in the oxygen
ambient gas at different pressures. The spectra have been
taken just after the ablation run and have been excited
by a non-focused ArF laser beam. The PL intensity in-
creases with ambient gas pressure indicating the increase
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FIG. 3: PL spectra of gas-suspended ZnO nanoclusters ex-
cited by ArF laser (fluence 25 − 35 mJ/cm2) taken just after
the ablation run for different ambient gas pressures: (a) 2
mbar; (b) 6 mbar. PL spectra of a ZnO nanocrystalline film
excited at different laser fluences: (c) ∼ 30 mJ/cm2 and (d)
∼ 90 mJ/cm2.

in the amount of clusters flying in the chamber. The
spectra consist of a complex band of an asymmetric shape
maximized at a photon energy of 3.30 eV. The band have
large tails expanding on both high and low energy sides
of the spectrum.

We attribute this photoluminescence to the ZnO nano-
aggregates already crystallized and cooled by collisions
with molecules of the ambient gas. The spectral po-
sition of the peak corresponds to the recombination of
excitons in the clusters [8, 17]. We note that the defect-
related band observed usually in ZnO at photon energies
of 2 − 2.5 eV [8] is absent. It is interesting to compare
the PL of gas-suspended clusters with the PL obtained
from a nanocrystalline film under similar excitation of 30
mJ/cm2 (Fig. 3c). The excitonic transition in the film is
observed at the photon energy of 3.28 eV and the spec-
trum is narrower than that observed for gas-suspended
nanoclusters. Also, the high energy tail is strongly re-
duced. The sizes of nanoclusters deposited in form of the
film were about 8−10 nm [8]. The maximum position of
the exciton emission band from gas-suspended nanoclus-
ters is shifted to about 20 meV higher photon energies
compared to the PL from the films. Both features, the
blue shift of the peak and the high energy tail of the PL
spectra indicate the possibility of the quantum confine-
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FIG. 4: Evolution of the PL spectra of gas-suspended ZnO
nanoclusters. The oxygen pressure was 8 mbar. (a) 1st pass
(0 minutes); (b) 2nd pass (delay 3 min); (c) 3rd pass (delay 6
min). The fluence of ArF laser was ∼ 30 mJ/cm2. Thin lines
show the results of fitting by two Gaussians.

ment in small nanoclusters which are present in the gas
phase. It means that a large amount of gas-suspended
clusters have the sizes comparable with the exciton Bohr
radius which is 1.8 nm in ZnO [17].

All the spectra obtained from the nanoclusters under
the nanosecond laser excitation have a low-energy tail of
the exciton emission band comparable to that observed
from a film under high excitation (figure 3d). This low-
energy tail of the PL spectra of gas-suspended clusters
exhibits a slow evolution in minute time scale indicating
the cluster coalescence dynamics. Figure 4 shows the evo-
lution of the PL spectra of ZnO nanoclusters prepared in
8 mbar of oxygen. The first spectrum (Fig. 4a) was taken
just after the ablation run. We should note the higher
integral intensity of the spectrum compared to those ob-
tained at lower ambient gas pressure (Fig. 3a,b). This
fact as well as stronger scattering of a continuous laser
beam which we used to test for the presence of clusters
indicate that the concentration of the nanoclusters in-
creases with ambient gas pressure. At the same time,
the shape of the PL peak observed in Fig. 4a is simi-
lar to that observed for lower gas pressures. The second
(Fig. 4b) and the third (Fig. 4c) spectra were taken 3
and 6 minutes after the first one, respectively. The shape
of the PL spectra indicates that they are originated from
two different transitions. In order to separate the contri-
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FIG. 5: PL spectra of gas-suspended ZnO nanoclusters for
different ambient gas pressures: (a) 6 mbar; (b) 8 mbar. PL
spectrum of a ZnO nanocrystalline film (c). The PL was
excited by 3rd harmonics of the femtosecond laser λ = 266
nm. The fluence was about 300 µJ/cm2

butions of these two overlapped bands, the spectra have
been deconvoluted by two Gaussian functions. The max-
ima of the bands are centered at 3.26 and 3.13 eV with
FWHM of 0.13 and 0.25 eV respectively. The first band
decreases in intensity with time while the second, low en-
ergetic one, increases from the first to the second spectra
and then remains constant. The cluster PL signal taken
at long time delays (Fig. 4b,c) is similar in shape to that
observed from a film excited with high fluence (Fig. 3d).
These results provide evidence for the growth and/or co-
alescence of the nanoclusters. It is known that the effi-
ciency of light absorption by nanoparticles increases with
the particle size (see [15] and references therein). Thus,
when the clusters grow up they absorb more photons and
more electron-hole pairs are created leading to the in-
crease in the PL intensity.

Two possible mechanisms lead to the increase of the
low energy part of the PL spectra. First, if high inten-
sity laser excitation creates the electron-hole plasma, the
emission peak is shifted because of the bandgap energy
(Eg) renormalization. The red shift of the emission peak
from ZnO epitaxial films with increase of the excitation
intensity has been reported under femtosecond excitation
[19]. Second, the excitation laser beam can heat the nan-
oclusters resulting in the decrease of the optical bandgap
and in the red shift of the interband transitions. By

extrapolating the temperature dependence of bulk ZnO
optical bandgap [18], we found that the gap energy de-
crease down to 3.13 eV corresponds to heating up to a
temperature of about 550 − 600 K.

When photons with energy of 6.4 eV are absorbed in a
material with Eg = 3.3 eV hot carriers are created. The
thermalization of these hot carriers via electron-phonon
interaction leads to the cluster heating on a time scale of
several picoseconds followed by radiative recombination.
In the case of non-radiative recombination of the free car-
riers, all the photon energy is directly converted to heat.
We estimate the increase in temperature of a ZnO cluster
with size of about 1.8 nm after absorption of one photon
of 6.4 eV energy to be about 20 K. The number of pho-
tons absorbed by a particle irradiated at the fluence of
30 mJ/cm2 used in our experiments is estimated to be
about 15 taking into account the nanocluster absorption
efficiency [15]. This number gives a relatively good ap-
proximation of the cluster temperature of 550 − 600 K
estimated from the PL spectra.

In order to confirm the mechanism responsible for the
red tail of the emission peak from ZnO nanoclusters we
have excited the PL by a femtosecond laser at the fluence
of about 300 µJ/cm2 giving a slightly higher number of
excited carriers than the nanosecond laser at a fluence of
30 mJ/cm2. The concentration of free carriers (N) has
been estimated using the rate equation:

dN

dt
= G −

N

τ
, G =

(1 − R)αF

τlaserhν
, (1)

where G is the carrier generation term, R is a reflectivity,
α is the absorption coefficient, F , τlaser and hν are laser
fluence, pulse duration and photon energy respectively.
The lifetime τ of the excitons in bulk ZnO is measured
to be of several tens to hundreds picoseconds depending
on temperature [20]. Thus, two excitation regimes we
used, nanosecond and femtosecond, are principally dif-
ferent. In the case of the excitation with ns pulses the
creation of hot carriers is a kinetic process mainly de-
termined by recombination of the carriers in a material
and by the excitation power (eq. 1). Finally, the na-
nocluster is heated by the accumulation of the excessive
energy transfered from the new hot carriers created by
absorption of photons.

Contrarily to the quasistationary carrier concentration
under ns excitation, the fs laser pulses being much shorter
than the exciton life-time create the population of hot
electron-hole pairs which is independent of their time of
life. In this case the carrier concentration will be deter-
mined only by the carrier generation rate (G). These car-
riers are present in the material only during their lifetime.
Thus, at nearly the same free carrier concentration a fs
pulse induces significantly lower heating than the nanose-
cond one. It should be noted that the heat losses by colli-
sional, radiative and evaporative cooling of the nanoclus-
ters are negligible for both ns and fs excitation regimes
[21]. Figure 5 presents typical photoluminescence spec-
tra of free ZnO nanoclusters obtained after femtosecond
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excitation. The clusters were prepared at the same laser
fluence of 3.5 J/cm2 and at oxygen pressures of 6 and
8 mbar. The spectra have been taken two minutes after
the ablation run. The shape of the luminescence band
appears to be independent on the gas pressure and it is
very close to that observed in ZnO nanocrystalline films
(Fig. 5c). Both high and low-energy tails observed in fig.
5 are strongly reduced compared to the PL under nano-
second excitation. This fact allows us to attribute the
low-energy tail of the spectra taken under nanosecond
excitation to heating of the nanoclusters during the laser
pulse. We should note however that the reduced high
energy tail of the excitonic spectra is probably caused by
the bandgap renormalization in the clusters with sizes
below Bohr radius because the heating effect is reduced
under fs excitation. Absence of low-energy tail and the
band maximum position at 3.28 eV also show that the
majority of clusters reached the temperature of the am-
bient gas after their synthesis.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We observed condensation and aggregation of ZnO
nanoclusters prepared by pulsed laser ablation in gas
phase. The nanoclusters suspended in the ambient oxy-
gen gas are already crystallized and cooled down showing
optical properties similar to those for solid films. Under
nanosecond laser excitation the photoluminescence spec-
tra of the interband recombination from the nanoclusters
show the nanocluster heating by the accumulation of the
energy transfered from the hot carriers. Under femto-
second laser excitation, when the thermal effect of laser
irraditation is strongly reduced, the nanoclusters with
sizes of several nanometers show a very efficient UV lu-
minescence comparable to that of the high quality films.
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